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FICTION

Title
Genre
Date
The Darling Dahlias and the Red
Historical Mystery
6/7
Hot Poker
It’s Labor Day weekend, 1935, and members of the Darling Dahlias—the garden club in little Darling, Alabama—are
trying to keep their cool at the end of a sizzling summer. This isn’t easy, though, since there’s a firebug on the loose
in Darling. He—or she!—strikes without apparent rhyme or reason, and things have gotten to the point where
nobody feels safe.
Anderson, Kevin J.
Clockwork Destiny
Science Fiction
6/14
Peart, Neil
The final volume in the New York Times bestselling, award-winning steampunk trilogy by Kevin J. Anderson and
legendary Rush drummer Neil Peart. Owen Hardy is pulled into one last adventure that will take him to the frozen
lands of Ultima Thule and the ends of the earth.
Blade Breaker
YA Fantasy
6/28
Aveyard, Victoria
In the sequel to Victoria Aveyard’s instant #1 New York Times bestselling Realm Breaker , a divided world must rally,
an unstoppable enemy must be defeated, and the fate of the world rests on a blade’s edge.
Barton, Fiona
Local Gone Missing
Detective Mystery
6/14
Detective Elise King investigates a man’s disappearance in a seaside town where the locals and weekenders are at
odds in this rich and captivating new novel from the New York Times bestselling author.
Batsha, Nishant
Mother Ocean Father Nation
Asian American Fiction
6/7
A riveting, tender debut novel, following a brother and sister whose paths diverge—one forced to leave, one left
behind—in the wake of a nationalist coup in the South Pacific
Belfer, Lauren
Ashton Hall
Historical Fiction
6/7
An American woman and her son stumble upon the dark history of a rambling English manor house in this masterful,
riveting, and atmospheric novel from New York Times bestselling author.
Clancy, Tom
Zero Hour
Spy Mystery
6/7
Bentley, David
Jack Ryan, Jr. is the one man who can prevent a second Korean War in the latest thrilling entry in the #1 New York
Times bestselling series.
Berry, Steve
The Omega Factor
Art Theft Mystery
The Ghent Altarpiece is the most violated work of art in the world. Thirteen times it has been vandalized,
dismantled, or stolen. Why? What secrets does it hold?

6/7

FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Brooks, Geraldine
Horse
Historical Fiction
6/14
A discarded painting in a junk pile, a skeleton in an attic, and the greatest racehorse in American history: from these
strands, a Pulitzer Prize winner braids a sweeping story of spirit, obsession, and injustice across American history.
Burton, Jeffrey B.
The Lost: A Mace Reid K-9 Mystery
Animal Mystery
6/28
A home invasion turned kidnapping at the mansion of billionaire financier Kenneth J. Druckman brings Mason
“Mace” Reid and his cadaver dog, Vira, to this wealthy northern suburb of Chicago.
Byrne, James
The Gatekeeper
Mystery Thriller
A highly trained team of mercenaries launches a well-planned, coordinated attack on a well-guarded military
contractor - but they didn't count on one thing, the right man being in the wrong place at the right time.

6/7

Chen, Kirstin
Counterfeit
Asian American Fiction
6/7
Swift, surprising, and sharply comic, Counterfeit is a stylish and feminist caper with a strong point of view and an axe
to grind. Peering behind the curtain of the upscale designer storefronts and the Chinese factories where luxury
goods are produced, Kirstin Chen interrogates the myth of the model minority through two unforgettable women
determined to demand more from life.
Clark, Georgia
Island Time
Romantic Comedy
6/14
Love is in the salty sea air in this smart and steamy ensemble romantic comedy set in a tropical paradise. This is one
island you won’t want to be rescued from.
Clark, Julie
The Lies I Tell
Mystery Thriller
6/21
The Lies I Tell is a twisted domestic thriller that dives deep into the psyches and motivations of two women and
their unwavering quest to seek justice for the past and rewrite the future.
Clarke, Lucy
One of the Girls
Psychological Thriller
6/28
The latest twisty psychological thriller from internationally-bestselling author Lucy Clarke, One of the Girls is the
delicious story of a bachelorette trip on a stunning Greek island... that ends in murder.
Coates, Darcy
From Below
Horror
6/7
Darcy Coates pulls us under for mesmerizing ghost story about a documentary dive team that discovers a terrifying
secret.
Colgan, Jenny
An Island Wedding
Romantic Fiction
6/21
New York Times bestselling author Jenny Colgan brings us a delightful summer novel that will sweep you away to
the remote Scottish island of Mure, where two very different weddings are about to take place…
Cotungo, Katie
Birds of California
Contemporary Romance
4/26
Sparks fly and things get real in this sharply sexy and whip-smart romantic comedy set against the backdrop of a
post #metoo Hollywood from New York Times bestselling author Katie Cotugno.

FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Crawford, Isis
A Catered Doggie Wedding
Cozy Mystery
6/28
When Bernie and Libby Simmons, sisters and co-owners of A Little Taste of Heaven, are hired to cater a doggie
wedding for a pair of posh golden retrievers, they wind up stepping into a fresh murder investigation!
Dodd, Christina
Point Last Seen
Psychological Thriller
6/21
When Adam Ramsdell pulls Elle from the water, she has no memory of who she is or how she got the bruises around
her throat. As Elle's memories resurface, she has a secret so dark it could get her killed. She doesn’t know who to
trust when the killer is still out there trying to finsih what he started.
Doiron, Paul
Hatchet Island
Murder Mystery
The eerie, windswept Hatchet Island off the coast of Maine becomes the site of a double murder and a
disappearance in this thriller from bestselling author Paul Doiron.

6/28

Fairbrother, Alison
The Catch
Contemporary Fiction
6/21
Two years out of college, Ellie Adler has a job in journalism, an older lover, and a circle of smart friends. Her beloved
father, James, who has children from three marriages, unites the family with his gentle humor and charisma, but
Ellie has always believed she is her father's favorite. When he suddenly dies, she finds herself devastated by the
unexpected loss. Then, at the reading of his will, she learns that instead of leaving her his prized possession—a
baseball that holds emotional resonance for them both—he has left her a seemingly ridiculous, even insulting gift.
Worse, he’s given the baseball to someone no one in the family has ever heard of.
Feehan, Christine
Red on the River
Paranormal Romance
6/28
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan goes all in with this sexy romantic thriller set among the
dangers—both man-made and natural—of Nevada’s breathtaking landscape.
Fowler, Therese Anne
It All Comes Down to This
Contemporary Fiction
Meet the Geller sisters: Beck, Claire, and Sophie, a trio of strong-minded women whose pragmatic, widowed
mother, Marti, will be dying soon and taking her secrets with her.

6/7

Gentill, Sulari
The Woman in the Library
Mystery Suspense
6/7
The ornate reading room at the Boston Public Library is quiet, until the tranquility is shattered by a woman's
terrified scream. Security guards take charge immediately, instructing everyone inside to stay put until the threat is
identified and contained. While they wait for the all-clear, four strangers, who'd happened to sit at the same table,
pass the time in conversation and friendships are struck. Each has his or her own reasons for being in the reading
room that morning—it just happens that one is a murderer.
Griffiths, Elly
The Locked Room
Mystery Suspense
6/28
Pandemic lockdowns have Ruth Galloway feeling isolated from everyone but a new neighbor—until Nelson comes
calling, investigating a decades-long string of murder-suicides that’s looming ever closer.

FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Gutierrez, Katie
More Than You'll Ever Know
Suspense Thriller
6/7
An evocative drama about a woman caught leading a double life after one husband murders the other, and the truecrime writer who becomes obsessed with telling her story—this masterful work of literary suspense marks the
debut of an extraordinary new writer.
Harrow, Alix E.
A Mirror Mended
Fairy Tale Fantasy
6/14
A Mirror Mended is the next installment in USA Today bestselling author Alix E. Harrow's Fractured Fables series.
Herzog, Werner
The Twilight World
WWII Fiction
6/14
Hofmann, Michael
The great filmmaker Werner Herzog, in his first novel, tells the incredible story of Hiroo Onoda, a Japanese soldier
who defended a small island in the Philippines for twenty-nine years after the end of World War II.
Hilderbrand, Elin
The Hotel Nantucket
Contemporary Fiction
6/14
Filled with the emotional depth and multiple points of view that characterize Hilderbrand’s novels as well as an
added dash of Roaring Twenties history, The Hotel Nantucket offers something for everyone in this compelling
summer drama.
Holmes, Linda
Flying Solo
Contemporary Fiction
A woman returns to her small Maine hometown, uncovering family secrets that take her on a journey of selfdiscovery and new love, in this warm and charming novel.

6/14

Jackson, Lisa
The Girl Who Survived
Suspense Thriller
6/28
In this deviously volatile, deliciously creepy standalone suspense novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Lisa Jackson, the sole survivor of a brutal family massacre must uncover the shocking truth about the fateful night
that left her forever marked…
Johansen, Iris
A Face to Die For
Mystery Suspense
6/14
Eve Duncan attempts to unearth one of history’s most intriguing lost secrets in this adventure ripped from the
pages of Greek mythology, by #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen.
Jonasson, Ragnar
Outside
Mystery Thriller
6/28
Four friends. One night. Not everyone will come out alive . . .When a deadly snowstorm strikes the Icelandic
highlands, four friends seek shelter in a small, abandoned hunting lodge. It is in the middle of nowhere and there's
no way of communicating with the outside world. They are isolated, but they are not alone . . .
Koepp, David
Aurora
Science Fiction
6/7
In Aurora, Illinois, Aubrey Wheeler is just trying to get by. Then the lights go out—not just in Aurora but across the
globe. A solar storm has knocked out power almost everywhere. Suddenly, Aubrey must assume the mantle of fierce
protector of her suburban neighborhood. Across the country lives Aubrey’s estranged brother, Thom. A fantastically
wealthy, neurotically over-prepared Silicon Valley CEO. What feels like the end of the world is just the beginning of
several long-overdue reckonings—which not everyone will survive . . .

FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Livesay, Tracey
American Royalty
Romance
6/28
In this dangerously sexy rom-com that evokes the real-life romance between Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan
Markle, a prince who wants to live out of the spotlight falls for a daring American rapper who turns his life, and the
palace, upside down.
Lovering, Carola
Can't Look Away
Domestic Thriller
6/14
What happens when life turns out nothing like we thought it would, when we were young and dreaming big? Does
growing up mean choosing with your head, rather than your heart? And do we ever truly get over our first love?
Miro, J.M.
Ordinary Monsters
Historical Fantasy
6/7
England, 1882. In Victorian London, two children with mysterious powers are hunted by a figure of darkness—a man
made of smoke.
Mollen, Jenny
City of Likes
Satire Fiction
6/14
A wickedly funny and sharply insightful novel about motherhood, female friendships, and the seductive allure of
social media culture.
Monaghan, Annabel
Nora Goes Off Script
Contemporary Romance
A heartwarming and hilarious novel about a divorced romance channel screenwriter whose script about her
marriage’s collapse just might help her reclaim her life and find love.
Moore, Meg Mitchell
Vacationland
Contemporary Fiction
A delicious summer read and an exploration of family, responsibility, ambition and loss.

6/7

6/14

Moshfegh, Ottessa
Lapvona
Historical Fanatsy
6/21
In a village in a medieval fiefdom buffeted by natural disasters, a motherless shepherd boy finds himself the unlikely
pivot of a power struggle that puts all manner of faith to a savage test, in a spellbinding novel that represents
Ottessa Moshfegh’s most exciting leap yet.
Moss, Tara
The Ghosts of Paris
Historical Mystery
6/7
A thrilling tale of courage and secrets set in postwar London and Paris, in which a search for a missing husband puts
investigator and former war reporter Billie Walker on a collision course with an underground network of Nazi
criminals.
Obaro, Tomi
Dele Weds Destiny
Contemporary Fiction
6/28
The story of three once-inseparable college friends in Nigeria who reunite in Lagos for the first time in thirty
years—a sparkling debut novel about mothers and daughters, culture and class, sex and love, and the extraordinary
resilience of female friendship.

FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Obuobi, Shirlene
On Rotation
Own Voices Fiction
6/21
Ghanaian-American Angela Appiah has checked off all the boxes for the “Perfect Immigrant Daughter.” Enroll in an
elite medical school. Snag a suitable lawyer/doctor/engineer boyfriend. Surround self with a gaggle of successful
and/or loyal friends. But then it quickly all falls apart: her boyfriend dumps her, she bombs the most important exam
of her medical career, and her best friend pulls away. And her parents, whose approval seems to hinge on how
closely she follows the path they chose, are a lot less proud of their daughter. It’s a quarter life crisis of epic
proportions.
Patterson, James
Escape
Crime Mystery
6/20
Ellis, David
#1 New York Times bestselling detective Billy Harney of The Black Book is chasing down a billionaire crime boss and
a prison escape artist while a young girl's life hangs in the balance.
Perrotta, Tom
Tracy Flick Can't Win
Contemporary Fiction
6/7
Tracy Flick is back and, once again, the iconic protagonist of Tom Perrotta’s Election —and Reese Witherspoon’s
character from the classic movie adaptation—is determined to take high school politics by storm.
Pook, Lizzie
Moonlight and the Pearler's Daughter Historical Adventure
6/14
A feminist adventure story set against the backdrop of the dangerous pearl diving industry in 19th-century Western
Australia, about a young English woman who sets off to uncover the truth about the disappearance of her eccentric
father.
Pooley, Clare
Iona Iverson's Rules for Commuting
Contemporary Romance
6/7
An eclectic group of people with almost nothing in common except their commute discover that a chance
encounter can blossom into much more. It turns out that talking to strangers can teach you about the world around
you--and even more about yourself.
Quirk, Matthew
Red Warning
Espionage Thriller
6/7
CIA officer Sam Hudson races to find a deep cover operative loose in the U.S. and a mole in the Agency before they
can launch a devastating attack on Washington, D.C., in this adrenaline-fueled thriller
Rimmer, Kelly
The German Wife
WWII Fiction
6/28
A gripping novel inspired by the true story of Operation Paperclip: a controversial secret US intelligence program
that employed former Nazis after WWII.
Sager, Riley
The House Across the Lake
Psychological Thriller
6/21
One day on the lake, Casey saves Katherine from drowning, and the two strike up a budding friendship. But the
more they get to know each other—and the longer Casey watches—it becomes clear that Katherine and Tom’s
marriage isn’t as perfect as it appears. When Katherine suddenly vanishes, Casey immediately suspects Tom of foul
play. What she doesn’t realize is that there’s more to the story than meets the eye—and that shocking secrets can
lurk beneath the most placid of surfaces.

FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Shalvis, Jill
The Friendship Pact
Contemporary Romance
A powerful, moving story about a young woman on a quest to find the truth about her father who learns the
meaning of true love along the way.

6/14

Smith, Wilbur
Storm Tide
Historical Fiction
6/28
Two brothers divided over the future of a country on the brink of revolution. Set against the backdrop of the
American revolution, the Courtney family is torn apart as three generations fight on opposing sides of a terrible war
that will change the face of the world forever.
Steel, Danielle
Suspects
Espionage Thriller
6/28
A dedicated CIA agent becomes an unexpected ally to a woman haunted by the kidnapping of her family, in this
thrilling novel.
Taylor, Sarah Stewart
The Drowning Sea
Detective Mystery
6/21
Old secrets, hidden relationships, crime, and village politics are woven throughout this small seaside community, and
as the summer progresses, Maggie is pulled deeper into the web of lies, further from those she loves, and closer to
the truth.
White, Kate
The Second Husband
Psychological Thriller
6/28
A woman’s seemingly perfect second marriage is rocked by a discovery about the death of her first husband in this
twisty psychological thriller from Kate White.
Whitten, Hannah
For the Throne
Dark Fantasy
6/7
In this breathtaking sequel to the instant New York Times bestseller For the Wolf , Red's sister Neve struggles to
escape a mysterious land of twisted roots, lost gods, and mountains made of bone—and the only clues to her rescue
are a magic mirror and a dark prince who wants to bring the whole thing crumbling down.

NONFICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Addison, Corban
Wastelands
Agriculture & Pollution
6/7
Grisham, John
The once idyllic coastal plain of North Carolina is home to a close-knit, rural community that for more than a
generation has battled the polluting practices of large-scale farming taking place in its own backyard. After years of
frustration and futility, an impassioned cadre of local residents, led by a team of intrepid and dedicated lawyers,
filed a lawsuit against one of the world’s most powerful companies—and, miraculously, they won.
Alexander, William
Ten Tomatoes That Changed the World Tomatoe History
6/7
Supported by meticulous research and told in a lively, accessible voice, Ten Tomatoes That Changed the World
seamlessly weaves travel, history, humor, and a little adventure (and misadventure) to follow the tomato's trail
through history. A fascinating story complete with heroes, con artists, conquistadors, and—no surprise—the Mafia,
this book is a mouth-watering, informative, and entertaining guide to the food that has captured our hearts for
generations.
Bohmig, Franz
The Month-by-month Gardening Guide Gardening
The ultimate garden reference for daily chores and tasks—this comprehensive yet accessible guide covers
vegetables, herbs, flowers, and houseplants.

6/7

Brusatte, Steve
The Rise and Reign of the Mammals
Natural History
6/7
By “one of the stars of modern paleontology” (National Geographic ), a sweeping and revelatory new history of
mammals, illuminating the lost story of the extraordinary family tree that led to us.
Elkins-tanton, Lindy

A Portrait of the Scientist As a Young
Science Biogrpahy
6/7
Woman
From one of the world’s leading planetary scientists, a luminous memoir of exploration on Earth, in space, and within
oneself—equal parts ode to the beauty of science, meditation on loss, and roadmap for personal resilience.
Gardener, Mark Lee
The Earth Is All That Lasts
Indigenous Biography
6/21
A magisterial dual biography of Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull, the two most legendary and consequential American
Indian leaders, who triumphed at the Battle of Little Bighorn and led Sioux resistance in the fierce final chapter of
the "Indian Wars."
Gaydos, Ellyn
Pig Years
Nature Animals
6/14
This captivating memoir is a “startling testimony to the glories and sorrows of raising and harvesting plants and
animals” (Anthony Doerr, best-selling author of All the Light We Cannot See ), as an itinerant farmhand chronicles
the wonders hidden within the ever-blooming seasons of life, death, and rebirth.
Keefe, Patrick Radden
Rogues
True Crime
6/28
Keefe brilliantly explores the intricacies of forging $150,000 vintage wines, examines whether a whistleblower who
dared to expose money laundering at a Swiss bank is a hero or a fabulist, spends time in Vietnam with Anthony
Bourdain, chronicles the quest to bring down a cheerful international black market arms merchant, and profiles a
passionate death penalty attorney who represents the “worst of the worst,” among other bravura works of literary
journalism.

NONFICTION
Author
Title
Genre
Date
Kendi, Ibram X.
How to Raise an Antiracist
Race and Parenting
6/14
The book that every parent, caregiver, and teacher needs to raise the next generation of antiracist thinkers, from
the #1 New York Times bestselling author of How to Be an Antiracist and recipient of the MacArthur “Genius”
Grant.
Kutcher, Jenna
How Are You, Really?
Self-Help
6/28
Jenna Kutcher—entrepreneur, photographer, influencer, teacher, mom, and host of the wildly popular Goal Digger
podcast—shares her philosophy on how to live a life that exists outside the tired cliché of “having it all.” How Are
You, Really? is about taking a moment to soak up the richness of our experiences and creating a life that makes
room for more actual living.
Mazzeo, Tilar J.
Sisters in Resistance
Historical Biography
6/21
In a tale as twisted as any spy thriller, discover how three women delivered critical evidence of Axis war crimes to
Allied forces during World War II.
Patterson, James
James Patterson by James Patterson
Literary Autobiography
How did a kid whose dad lived in the poorhouse become the most successful storyteller in the world?

6/6

Tastemade
Make This Tonight
Cooking
6/21
Delicious meals just got easier with 100 all-new recipes inspired by global cuisines and created for the love of food,
in the “excellent” (Publishers Weekly ) first-ever cookbook from go-to online and streaming food destination
Tastemade.
Tur, Katy
Rough Draft
Memoir Autobiography
6/14
From MSNBC anchor and New York Times bestselling author Katy Tur, a shocking and deeply personal memoir
about a life spent chasing the news.

LARGE PRINT
Author
Title
Genre
Date
Hilderbrand, Elin
The Hotel Nantucket
Contemporary Fiction
6/14
Filled with the emotional depth and multiple points of view that characterize Hilderbrand’s novels as well as an
added dash of Roaring Twenties history, The Hotel Nantucket offers something for everyone in this compelling
summer drama.
Johansen, Iris
A Face to Die For
Mystery Suspense
6/14
Eve Duncan attempts to unearth one of history’s most intriguing lost secrets in this adventure ripped from the
pages of Greek mythology, by #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen.
Mallery, Susan
The Boardwalk Bookshop
Family Fiction
6/29
At sunset every Friday on the beach in front of the Boardwalk Bookshop, the three friends share a champagne toast.
As their bond grows closer, they challenge one another to become the best versions of themselves in this
heartachingly beautiful story of friendship, sisterhood and the transformative power of love.
Patterson, James
Escape
Crime Mystery
6/20
Ellis, David
#1 New York Times bestselling detective Billy Harney of The Black Book is chasing down a billionaire crime boss and
a prison escape artist while a young girl's life hangs in the balance.
Roberts, Nora
Nightwork
Romance Suspense
6/29
Harry Booth, a clever thief who can’t afford to get attached, finds his heart stolen by Miranda Emerson, but must
leave her cruelly behind to free himself from the grip of a deadly predator in order to possess something more
valuable than anything he has ever stolen—Miranda.
Steel, Danielle
Suspects
Espionage Thriller
6/28
A dedicated CIA agent becomes an unexpected ally to a woman haunted by the kidnapping of her family, in this
thrilling novel.
Trigiani, Adriana
The Good Left Undone
Historical Fiction
4/19
This richly woven tapestry of three generations of women faced with impossible choices follows Matelda, the
family’s matriarch, as she, facing the end of her life, must decide what is worth fighting for and when to let go.

AUDIOBOOK CD

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Clancy, Tom
Zero Hour
Spy Mystery
6/7
Bentley, David
Jack Ryan, Jr. is the one man who can prevent a second Korean War in the latest thrilling entry in the #1 New York
Times bestselling series.
Patterson, James
Escape
Crime Mystery
6/20
Ellis, David
#1 New York Times bestselling detective Billy Harney of The Black Book is chasing down a billionaire crime boss and
a prison escape artist while a young girl's life hangs in the balance.

DVD's
Title

Genre

Ambulance
Action Crime Drama
Two robbers steal an ambulance after their heist goes awry.

Rating

R

Date

6/14

The Contractor
Action Thriller
R
6/7
A discharged U.S. Special Forces sergeant, James Harper, risks everything for his family when he joins a private
contracting organization.
Father Stu
Biography Drama
R
6/14
Follows the life of Father Stuart Long, a boxer-turned-priest who inspired countless people during his journey from
self-destruction to redemption.
Morbius
PG-13
Superhero Action Horror
6/14
Biochemist Michael Morbius tries to cure himself of a rare blood disease, but he inadvertently infects himself with a
form of vampirism instead.
The Unbearable Weight Action Crime Comedy
R
6/21
of Massive Talent
In this action-packed comedy, Nicolas Cage plays Nick Cage, channeling his iconic characters as he's caught between
a superfan (Pedro Pascal) and a CIA agent (Tiffany Haddish).

